
THAT'S WHAT IWANT!
Merchandise based on successful television programmes seems to be sold everywhere, but how much of it is actually useful?
In an attempt to find the answer, Tides Of Time boldly goes where no one with less money than sense has gone before and
flicks through the pages of the latest Telefantasy Innovations Catalogue to find the latest must-have items (all credit to Daniel
Saunders for the original idea and many of the contributions, and thank you to all the other people who nominated products).

Anti-theft device (as seen in Doctor Who: The Ambassadors Of Death). Now you can avoid being woken up in the night by
an over-sensitive car alarm. This one simply sticks any thieves to your car until morning! Warning: like most car alarms, it may
be set-off too easily and we are not responsible if you find three pigeons and a cat stuck to your bonnet each morning. £399.

Hypnotic spectacles (as seen in Doctor Who: The War Games). Get people to obey you without
question! Ideal for those tricky social situations: job interviews, tutorials, Prime Minister's Question Time.
In tests by Which magazine, these were shown to be 10x more reliable than Coronets of Rassilon. £50.
Garlic Hand Grenade (Ultraviolet). No more messing about with garlic presses that clog or pestles and
mortars that need lots of cleaning. Prepare your curry as normal and then, just prior to serving, pull the
pin out of one of these and drop it in the pan. £10 ea. or 5 for £45.
Peeking Homunculus. Unlike the Chinese version seen in Doctor Who: The Talons of Weng-Chiang,
powered by the cerebral cortex of a pig, Peeking Homunculi each contain 10 brain cells from AI Harrison
and take photographs in places where you wouldn't normally go, never mind go with a camera. £800.
Subliminal teaching machine (as seen in The Prisoner: The Genera~. Teaches a three-year degree
course in three minutes. Need I say more? £150. Now available is an add-on pack giving you three
years' worth of DocSoc Monday meetings in twenty seconds. £275. Buy both for £400.
Anti-Burglar Rockery (Or Who And The Daleks). If anyone attempts to break into your house, it slides

back to reveal a giant light panel, illuminating the burglars. You then stand on top of it and shout at them until they run away.
£1500 (Manager's Clearance Special).
Communicator pen (The Man From UNCLE). At last, a way of getting revenge on noisy mobile phone users. Laugh, as they
announce to the whole railway carriage that they are on the train and then realise they were talking into the wrong end and
have covered their faces in ink! £13.99.
Liberator (Blake's 7 series 1-3). Huge numbers of useful features (surface bombardment weaponry, dozens of bedrooms,
vaults of precious metals &c.). So many features, in fact, you'll hardly ever use any of them! 2 billion Federation Credits.
Doomsday Weapon (as seen in Doctor Who: Colony in Space). Radiates anti-matter at a
million times the speed of light. The 800 zillion gigawatt output also makes it ideal for
defrosting chicken or reheating cups of tea that have gone cold. £8 ea. or 5 for £38.99.
Lava lamp technology (as seen in The Prisoner, Or Who And The Daleks and Daleks:
Invasion Earth 2150 AD). Fed up with bland grey and white computer hardware? Step into
the future (as envisioned circa 1967) with complicated technology disguised as fashionable
lamps! They may not actually do anything, but they look stylish. £19.99.
Ioniser (as seen in Doctor Who: The Ice Warriors). Ideal for breaking the ice at parties! £3.
Particle Disseminator (Doctor Who: Trial of a Time Lord). Destroys matter at the sub-
atomic level. Also useful if you have any spurious morality that needs a good catharsis.
Comes with disco lighting effect. £250 (nb. requires steam boiler - available separately).
Grow-your-own-Triffid kit (Day of the Triffids). The perfect solution to neighbours who keep you awake with late-night
barbecues. £3.50. Blindness-inducing comets subject to availability: phone for details and prices.
Cloned Gareth Thomas (Blake's 7: Weapon). Allows you to take out your homicidal frustrations whilst avoiding lengthy spells
in prison. Available singly or in party packs of 12 (50p Single Pack I £5.50 Fun Size).

Lalla Ward Knitting Books: a great gift idea for people wanting to get their girlfriends
interested in Doctor Who. NB: we take no responsibility for knitting-needle injuries. £12.50.
Robotic Dracula and Frankenstein's monster (as seen in Doctor Who: The Chase).
Guaranteed to get rid of unwanted guests. Acts just like the real thing! £39.99 per set.
Poisonous Jelly Babies: always keep some of these about your person to give to credulous
alien guards. Available in 3 flavours (Arsenic I Cyanide I Fish Bhoona). 10p ea.
Raston Warrior Robot Servicing Kit (The Five Doctors). All you'll need to keep the most
perfect killing machine ever devised in perfect killing condition. Includes: metallic touch-up
paint, large can of WDAO, weapon sharpener (also fits FI~mo blades~ spare ammunition and
10 assorted clip-on body-shells. Plus FREE Tiger Woods M Raston 7: Golf software. £69.
Giant tombstone for the Doctor (as seen in Doctor Who: Revelation Of The Daleks).
Ironically, this appeared on screen at exactly the moment the BBC management decided to
kill the programme (probably); now you can have a replica of this appropriately gaudy
monument to Season 22 in your own back garden! Requires planning permission. £499.
Cliffhanger-making Machine. If you get into a tight spot, like coming face to face with an
angry Dalek or a homicidal WWI general who's really an alien, press the red button marked

EMERGENCY and this essential pocket-sized device will stop time for a week to give you a chance to work out what to do. £6.
Anti-Ford Cortina Gun (The Professionals: Blackout). Belying its small size, one 7.62mm round from this standard-looking
pistol will cause the target vehicle to execute a 540 degree handbrake turn, roll over, catch fire in mid-air, land on a random
Mini, wreck that too, roll over several more times until it locates a derelict factory complex, and then explode. £45.
Morphy Richards Super Liquidiser (Doctor Who: The Movie). As recommended by the Emperor Dalek. Turns renegade
Time Lords into Slim-Fast Shakes in less than 20 seconds. With FREE leak-proof Thermos flask. Unbeatable value at £12.50.
Feeling particularly negative? Get an Alien Mind Parasite (Doctor Who: The Mind of Evi~ to suck out all your bitter and
twisted thoughts. An extra-hungry one can be supplied to special order for DocSoc committee meetings. £25 std; £35 hungry.
Tides of Time Reader Offer: if you purchase goods worth more than £200, we will send you a free, extra-large tea urn.
Makes sixty cups in ten minutes or five cups, rapid. As used by UNIT HQ staff. Mention this advertisement when ordering. (


